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Diagnosis and Treatment of Lateral Ankle Sprains 

Introduction 

Lateral ankle sprains (LAS) are one of the most common lower extremity injuries 

incurred by athletes with incidence rates between 2.15-3.02 ankle sprains per 1000 person-years 

in the United States.1,2 The prevalence of a LAS in the general population is also great, with up 

to 70% of individuals reporting an ankle injury at some point in their lifetime and every day, 

more than 712,000 ankle sprains occur, worldwide.3,4 Consequently, LASs pose a significant 

economic burden secondary to significant direct and indirect treatment costs.1-3 Physical 

Therapists should be equipped with the knowledge and skills to manage these injuries, return 

patients to participation, and prevent reinjury in order to reduce the disease burden.  

A LAS occurs when there is overstretching or tearing of the lateral ankle ligaments due to 

excessive stresses.4 As with most tissue injuries, after a LAS, the ankle becomes swollen, tender 

to palpation, and painful with movement and weightbearing.2,6 When inflammation begins to 

subside and these symptoms begin to resolve, many athletes return to sport. Approximately 70% 

of patients with an acute LAS return to sport within 3 days and 90% return in less than 7 days 

after the initial injury.2 This is concerning, as one review found that it took at least 6 weeks for 

healing to occur after a LAS.7 It’s unsurprising then, that the recurrence rate of a LAS in some 

sports exceeds 70%.6 At the time that many athletes are returning to sport, the ligament is in a 

compromised and weakened state, which predisposes it and the surrounding tissues to further 

injury. Miklovic et al. contends that patients have a 30% chance of reinjuring the previously 

sprained ankle as a result of residual impairments and inadequate tissue healing when they return 

to sport.2 What’s even more concerning is that 40% of patients with a LAS go on to develop 

chronic ankle instability (CAI).6,7 CAI is a risk factor for osteoarthritis at the ankle joint and 
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decreased participation in physical activity.6,7 Thus, reducing the risk of reinjury and preventing 

the development CAI should be a priority after an acute LAS.3 Unfortunately, as many as 55% of 

individuals with an ankle sprain do not seek treatment from a physical therapist or healthcare 

professional.6 These healthcare professionals need to be able to diagnose and manage acute 

LASs to reduce the risk of reinjury and CAI. The rest of this paper will cover topics pertinent to 

understanding the mechanism and management of LASs.  

Anatomy and Ankle Joint Biomechanics 

A discussion of LASs would not be complete without a review of relevant lower limb 

joint anatomy and biomechanics. While the majority of this review will be centered around the 

talocrural joint (TCJ), it’s important for the clinician to understand the role of the surrounding 

joints as well. The ankle complex is comprised of 3 articulations that work together to allow for 

coordinated movement of the rearfoot.6 These articulations include the subtalar joint (STJ), the 

TCJ, and the distal tibiofibular joint (DTFJ).6 The STJ is a plane synovial joint formed by three 

separate articulations between the talus and the calcaneus.8 The STJ receives extensive support 

from the ligaments that cross the TCJ as well as those specific to the STJ.6,8 The STJ interface is 

rather complex and ultimately results in an oblique axis of rotation oriented 42 degrees upward 

and 23 degrees medial from the perpendicular axes of the foot.6 This configuration causes the tri-

planar motions of pronation and supination to occur at the STJ and allows for torque to be 

transferred from the lower leg to the foot.6,8 Most of the motion at the STJ occurs in the frontal 

and transverse planes, with less motion occurring in the sagittal plane.9  

The TCJ on the other hand, allows primarily for the motions of plantarflexion and 

dorsiflexion.6 This joint is formed by the medial malleolus, tibial plafond, the lateral malleolus 

and the dome of the talus.6 Also called the “ankle mortise,” this design is considered the most 
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congruent joint in the human body.9 Similar to the STJ, the TCJ allows torque to be transmitted 

from the lower leg to the rest of the foot.6 The TCJ can be considered a hinge joint in isolation.6 

However, the medial malleolus is oriented anterior to the lateral malleolus about 20-30 degrees 

in the frontal plane and the lateral malleolus extends further inferiorly than the medial malleolus, 

creating a 14-degree inclination of the ankle axis off of the transverse plane resulting in an 

oblique axis of rotation.8,10 Thus, in addition to motion in the sagittal plane, small amounts of 

transverse and frontal plane movements occur at the TCJ; this is important for understanding the 

stability of the TCJ.6,8,10 The TCJ receives support from a joint capsule, the deltoid ligament 

medially, and the anterior talofibular (ATFL), posterior talofibular (PTFL), and calcaneofibular 

(CFL) ligaments, laterally which will be discussed shortly.6  

The DTFJ is a syndesmosis joint and forms the “stable roof” of the TCJ.6 The structural 

integrity of the joint is maintained by the anterior and posterior tibiofibular ligaments as well as 

the thick interosseous membrane.6 The architecture of the DTFJ is critical to the stability of the 

TCJ.8 For example, as the tibia rotates over the talus during closed chain dorsiflexion, the wider 

anterior portion of the talus acts as a wedge wanting to separate the tibia and fibula which 

consequently increases joint congruity and stability at the TCJ.6,9 In plantarflexion, the narrower 

posterior portion of the talus is positioned in the ankle mortise which decreases the bony 

congruency and improves the mobility of the joint, but decreases its stability. This situation 

requires the recruitment of other structures such as the ligaments and muscles to stabilize the 

TCJ.9 See Appendix A Figures 1 and 2 for a graphic of the TCJ, DTFJ, and STJ.  

Lateral Ankle Ligaments and Muscles  

In general, the ankle ligaments provide mechanical stability, force attenuation, protective 

reflexes, and joint position sense.11 Indeed, the ligaments of the TCJ, STJ, and their joint 
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capsules have been shown to be heavily innervated by mechanoreceptors that transmit sensory 

information to the spine and higher-level brain centers.6,12 Thus, injury will result in both 

mechanical and sensorimotor deficits.12,13 See Appendix A figure 3 for a graphic of the lateral 

ligaments. 

The ATFL is the most frequently injured ligament in the ankle and is the weakest of the 3 

lateral ankle ligaments.6-8,14 The ligament courses anteromedially from the lateral malleolus to 

the body of the talus, a total length of about 24.8 mm.6,14 Golanó et al. found that the ATFL is 

usually composed of 2 separate bands of fibers with a width of 6-10 mm.14 As the foot moves 

into plantarflexion, the upper band becomes taut while the inferior band remains relatively 

relaxed; the opposite is true for dorsiflexion. However, this ligament is most susceptible to injury 

in the plantarflexed position.14 The purpose of the ATFL is to limit anterior translation of the 

talus from the ankle mortise, excessive inversion, and excessive internal rotation of the talus on 

the tibia.6  

The CFL is the second most often injured ligament in a LAS.6 The ligament has a 

rounded appearance in cross-section with a diameter of 6-8 mm and a length of about 20 mm.14 

The ATFL is considerably flatter and only 2 mm thick, comparatively.15 The CFL courses 

inferiorly and posteriorly at an angle 133 degrees off the longitudinal axis of the fibula from the 

anterior portion of the lateral malleolus to the lateral surface of the calcaneus.6,14 Thus, it is the 

only ligament crossing both the TCJ and STJ. This orientation permits plantarflexion and 

dorsiflexion at the TCJ, with tension in the CFL remaining constant throughout the motion.14 

Thus, the primary role of the CFL is to limit excessive supination of the TCJ and STJ, with most 

tension generated in dorsiflexion.6,14 It may be important to note that while the CFL is separate 

from the joint capsule, it is closely associated with the peroneal tendon sheaths which have been 
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shown to almost completely blanket the ligament during anatomic dissection.14 The peroneus 

longus and brevis generate stiffness and provide dynamic protection to the joint by controlling 

supination of the rearfoot.6 The lower leg anterior compartment muscles (i.e. anterior tibialis) 

may also contribute to lateral ankle complex stability by slowing the rate of plantarflexion.6  

The PTFL is the least commonly sprained ankle ligament owing to its thickness and 

broad insertions.6,14,15 The PTFL courses posteriorly from the lateral malleolus to the 

posterolateral aspect of the talus.6 Similarly to the ATFL, the PTFL is almost completely 

horizontal when the ankle is in neutral.6,14 The PTFL becomes taut in dorsiflexion and restrains 

excessive inversion and internal rotation of the TCJ.6,14 The closed packed position of the TCJ is 

in maximum dorsiflexion. Thus, the bony stability of this position protects the PTFL and likely 

contributes to the fact that this ligament is rarely injured.  

 A seminal study by Attarian et al. examined the differences in mechanical and 

viscoelastic properties of various ankle ligaments in human cadavers.16 The deltoid ligament on 

the medial side of the ankle sustained significantly greater maximum loads (713.8 N), had higher 

strain to failure, and had a greater linear modulus of elasticity than the lateral ligaments, which is 

one of the reasons it is rarely injured.16 Of the lateral ligaments, the CFL sustained the highest 

maximum loads, followed by the PTFL and ATFL with values of 345.7, 261.2, and 138.9 N, 

respectively.16 The ATFL had a lower linear modulus of elasticity than the CFL and a lower 

energy to yield point than both the CFL and PTFL.16 Regarding strain to failure, the values for 

the PTFL (1.00) and the medial deltoid ligament (2.10) were much greater than that of the CFL 

(0.38) and ATFL (0.53), indicating that both the CFL and ATFL are capable of undergoing less 

deformation before complete disruption; this may partially explain why they are injured more 

commonly than the PTFL in a LAS.16 Stated more succinctly, the ATFL sustains lower 
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maximum loads, lower energy until yield, and strains less before failure than all of the other 

ankle ligaments, which contributes to its susceptibility to injury. 

Mechanism of Injury 

Rapid inversion and internal rotation of the rearfoot on an externally rotated lower leg is 

the most common mechanism for a LAS.3,6 Stated plainly, the ankle rolls out and the bottom of 

the foot turns in. See Appendix B Figure 1. While LASs can occur irrespective of the degree of 

plantarflexion, an increase in the degree of ankle plantarflexion appears to increase the risk of 

incurring a LAS.6 This position is compromising because of the decreased congruency of the 

talus in the ankle mortise and the alignment of the ATFL in ankle plantarflexion.11 Studies on 

human cadavers have revealed that once the ATFL is ruptured there is an increase in the amount 

of internal rotation of the rearfoot which places further stress on the CFL, the other remaining 

ligaments, and the TCJ capsule.6 Damage to the STJ is also relatively common, with some 

sources reporting up to 80% incidence among patients with a LAS.6 This may be especially true 

if the CFL is injured, as it provides stability to both the TCJ and STJ.6 Some pathoanatomical 

models suggest that the cause of the sprain is actually due to increased supination at the STJ and 

a center of pressure medial to the STJ axis.6 The further medial the center of pressure, the larger 

the moment arm to stress the lateral ligaments. 

It’s important to consider the role of the muscles surrounding the ankle joint when 

considering injury mechanism. As previously described, the lateral and anterior compartment 

muscles function eccentrically to limit the amount of supination and stabilize the joint during 

initial contact. DeMers et al. demonstrated that strong co-activation of these muscles prior to 

landing effectively prevents excessive inversion during a single leg drop landing.17 On the other 

hand, when the ankle muscles were not pre-contracted before landing, the invertors were unable 
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to reflexively prevent excessive inversion angles.17 Hertel et al. reports that a dynamic response 

from the ankle evertors would take approximately 126 milliseconds after a sudden inversion 

perturbation whereas the time to injury may be as short as 40-62 milliseconds.6,17 This may 

explain why the dynamic stabilizers of the ankle joint fail to protect the ligaments during rapid 

loading scenarios; the latency period for ankle evertor contraction doesn’t appear to be short 

enough to limit the rate or degree of inversion.17 

Predictive Risk Factors for LAS and CAI 

 Risk factors for a first-time LAS are poorly described in the literature and include a 

combination of structural (i.e. tibial varum, pathologic talar tilt) and functional (i.e. poor postural 

control, impaired proprioception) predispositions.6 There is far more literature that identifies 

factors that may predispose a person to repeated ankle sprains and the development of CAI. Risk 

factors that have been reported to increase the risk of recurrent LASs include greater height and 

weight, limb dominance, ankle joint laxity, limited dorsiflexion ROM, muscle strength, reaction 

time, and postural sway.18,19 The main extrinsic risk factor for a LAS is the type of sport 

practiced with the highest incidences found in sports such as basketball, soccer, and volleyball.19 

However, the most widely accepted risk factor for a LAS and CAI is having a history of a 

previous LAS.3,6,18 

Pathomechanics of CAI and Parallels to LAS 

 A proper understanding of the impairments associated with CAI is necessary to assess 

and manage LASs.2,6 In a new model for CAI, Hertel et al. describes 8 components including 

primary tissue injury, pathomechanical impairments, sensory-perceptual impairments, and motor-

behavioral impairments, among others.13 See Appendix C figure 1. An in-depth look at each of 

these domains is beyond the scope of this paper. However, examining some aspects of these 
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impairments will most certainly aid the clinician in treating LASs.2,13 Injury to the lateral ankle 

ligaments results in pathomechanical impairments of the ligaments and surrounding tissues.13 

Sensorimotor changes also occur, triggered by pain and inflammatory mediators that ultimately 

results in sensory-perceptual and motor-behavioral impairments.13  

 Pathomechanical impairments are structural changes to the ankle joint that occur after a 

LAS and include pathologic laxity, arthrokinematic and osteokinematic restrictions, secondary 

tissue injury, and tissue adaptations.13 Pathologic laxity at the TCJ and STJ occurs because of a 

loss of the structural integrity of the ATFL and CFL.6,13 After an acute LAS, there is an increase 

in laxity which has been shown to recover to some degree. However, it’s likely that some degree 

of residual laxity remains, indefinitely.6,13 When considering joint kinematics in patients with 

CAI, restricted dorsiflexion ROM may be due to limitations in anterior to posterior talar glide 

and soft tissue flexibility restrictions.6,13 Ironically, these same restrictions in range of motion are 

present immediately after an acute LAS and evidence suggests that both in both cases, 

improvements in range of motion can be achieved.2  

 Sensory-perceptual impairments include impaired somatosensation, pain, perceived 

instability, kinesiophobia, and self-reported function and quality of life.13 As explained in earlier 

sections, somatosensory impairments likely manifest secondary to damage to mechanoreceptors 

and proprioceptors in the ligament itself. This inability to sense the position of the ankle during 

landing is a likely predisposes the ankle to recurrent injury.  

 Motor-behavioral impairments observed in CAI include altered reflexes, neuromuscular 

inhibition, muscle weakness, balance deficits, altered movement patterns, and reduced physical 

activity. Altered reflexes (mentioned previously) result in a delayed muscle activation of the 

fibularis muscles to produce an eversion force to resist the inversion force.13,20 Muscle weakness 
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is a common feature of CAI with most sources consistently reporting limitations in concentric 

eversion strength.4 Eccentric strength deficits at the ankle in multiple directions have also been 

observed in addition to weakness at the knee and hip.13 Similarly, after a LAS isometric eversion 

and inversion strength deficits have been reported.2 In an acute LAS, strength deficits may be a 

result of baseline muscle weakness, muscle inhibition, or strain of the surrounding muscles.2 As 

function returns, clinical measures of strength may appear relatively normal, however, studies 

that use instrumented measures find strength deficits persisting from 6 weeks to 2 months after 

the initial injury.2 While some data indicate that ankle strength recovers within 4 months with or 

without rehabilitation, some patients continue to present with strength deficits long-term.2  

Balance deficits are evident in both static and dynamic testing conditions compared to the 

uninjured side. In static conditions, patients with CAI rely more heavily on visual input and 

during dynamic tasks they are unable to reach as far as those without history of a LAS.13 In acute 

LASs, the same deficits are seen immediately after injury.2 The caveat is that the deficits are seen 

bilaterally for up to 6 months after a LAS, whereas primarily unilateral deficits in postural 

control have been demonstrated in patients with CAI.2 Doherty et al. observed reduced lower 

extremity angular displacement and reach distances on the star excursion balance test in patients 

with an acute LAS, bilaterally.21 Thus, using the uninjured side as a comparison may have its 

limitations and should be interpreted cautiously. Further, the persistence of unilateral balance 

deficits suggests inadequate rehabilitation and necessitates the need to address balance 

impairments beginning soon after an acute LAS.2 

Altered movement patterns across a variety of activities from walking all the way to 

cutting and running have been demonstrated in patients with CAI and LASs.2,13 Patients with 

CAI exhibit greater inversion and plantarflexion of the foot, delayed fibularis muscle activation 
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as well as greater stride variability under different speeds, fatigue levels, and dual-task 

conditions.13 These deficits may be seen bilaterally in patients with an acute LAS.2 In landing 

conditions, patients 2-weeks post LAS demonstrate increased hip flexion on the injured side.2 At 

6 months post LAS, increased hip flexion and ankle inversion at initial contact is observed, 

which is similar to the landing strategies observed in patients with CAI.2 Thus, it is clear that 

similar impairments of decreased ROM, strength, balance, and functional activities are observed 

in patients with LAS and CAI, indicating the need to identify and treat these impairments 

beginning in the acute stage of a LAS.2 

Clinical Diagnosis and Evaluation 

 To make a diagnosis of LAS, assessment should include mechanism of injury, history of 

previous LAS, weight-bearing status, and clinical assessment of the bones and ligaments.3 See 

Appendix D figure 1. A patient with a LAS will typically report that they “rolled their ankle.”22 

The clinician should clarify this as a sudden rapid inversion and internal rotation loading of the 

foot.3 It’s important to note that with a LAS, tenderness, bruising, and swelling can be present on 

either side of the ankle.23 Ankle syndesmosis injuries (i.e. high ankle sprain) may cause pain in 

the anterolateral aspect of the ankle joint.24 These injuries will elicit more pain in positions of 

dorsiflexion, thus determining the mechanism of injury is vital to differentiate between 

symptoms of high versus lateral ankle sprains.24 If in doubt, the therapist can quickly utilize the 

force dorsiflexion, external rotation, squeeze, and point tests to determine the likelihood of a 

high ankle sprain.10,24  

Since a LAS is a traumatic injury, the Ottawa Ankle Rules (OAR) should be used to 

establish the likelihood of a fracture.3-5,23 See Appendix D figure 2. The OAR have been found to 

be highly sensitive and are therefore better at ruling out a fracture with post-test probability 
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values at less than 1% with negative findings.3 If there are positive findings, an immediate 

referral for ankle joint x-ray is indicated.3,23 Assessing ligamentous integrity should be delayed 

until 4-6 days after the initial injury to allow swelling and pain to resolve and improve diagnostic 

accuracy.3,23,23 During testing, replication of the patient’s familiar pain during palpation or 

stressing of the individual ligaments is indicative of injury.3 The ATFL can be assessed by 

passively plantarflexion and inverting the ankle.3 The CFL can be stressed by passively 

dorsiflexing and inverting the ankle.3 The anterior drawer and talar tilt tests can also be used to 

assess the integrity of the ATFL and CFL, respectively.3,4,23 The anterior drawer test has the best 

psychometrics between the two tests, with a sensitivity of 96%, a specificity of 84%, and a 

negative likelihood ratio of 0.04.3,4 Indicating that with a negative test there is a low probability 

of a complete rupture of the ATFL.3 The talar tilt test is used to assess the integrity of the CFL, 

however, its ability to test the CFL in isolation has been questioned.25 A systematic review found 

the sensitivity of the talar tilt test to be 50% and the specificity to be 88%, indicating mediocre 

diagnostic accuracy at best.26 A prospective study from 1978 concluded that the anterior drawer 

and talar tilt tests are complementary to each other and one should not replace the other in a 

clinical exam.25 It is worth noting that therapist is urged to approximate physiologic loads during 

stress testing and should test the involved ankle first.12 These actions serve to reduce the chance 

of muscle guarding and apprehension, ultimately minimizing the chance of false negatives.12  

Ligament injuries should be classified based on their severity: grade I is a mild sprain 

with pain, swelling, and tenderness but minimal functional loss or mechanical instability; grade 

II is characterized by moderate pain, swelling, and tenderness with a loss in joint motion and 

more pronounced instability; grade III is a complete ligament rupture with significant swelling, 

bruising, tenderness, loss of function as well as abnormal joint motion and instability.19,22-24,27 
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Ultrasound and MRI are other viable options to aid in the diagnosis of a LAS, however, in most 

cases these imaging modalities are not necessary as a delayed physical examination has adequate 

psychometric properties.19,24 The high sensitivity (93-96%) and specificity (100%) of MRI make 

it an ideal choice when patients present with more complicated and severe injuries.19 

The evaluation should assess both mechanical and sensorimotor impairments that have 

been described previously in this paper. Delahunt et al. provide expert panel recommendations 

regarding what, why, and how to assess these impairments after a LAS. The components of an 

evaluation of a LAS should include pain, swelling, range of motion, arthrokinematics, muscle 

strength, static and dynamic postural balance, gait, physical activity level, and ankle joint 

specific patient-reported outcome measures.3 It is beyond the scope of this paper to delve into 

each of these components, the reader is hence encouraged to refer to Appendix D figure 3 for 

further details regarding evaluation.  

Treatment 

 Despite successful outcomes seen with surgical repair of the lateral ligaments, the 

majority of grade I-III sprains can be treated successfully with nonsurgical management.27,28 In 

professional athletes with more severe injuries and ruptures (i.e. grade III), surgical treatment 

may be preferred to reduce laxity and facilitate quicker return to play.19,27 Vuurberg et al. reports 

that other therapies such as ultrasound, laser therapy, shockwave therapy, and electrotherapy are 

not supported or recommended for use in patients with a LAS.19  

 Conservative treatment for an acute LAS is based on the biological stages of tissue 

healing.18,28 A rehab protocol that can be used as a guide is provided in Appendix E figure 1. In 

order to regain stability of the ankle, ligament healing should be a priority.18 This requires a good 

blood supply, protected mobilization, and protection from injurious stresses.11,18 A recent 
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cadaveric study demonstrated that the lateral ligament complex has an extensive blood supply 

from more than one source,29 meaning that there is an inherent capacity for these ligaments to 

heal as long as the other requirements are also met. In the inflammatory phase, treatment is 

aimed at decreasing swelling, pain, and further injury.28 Despite a lack of primary evidence to 

support its use, rest, ice, compression, and elevation (RICE) should be implemented.19,23 Physical 

Therapists should advise the patient to limit their activity in this phase but protected 

weightbearing is encouraged.19 Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs may also be used to limit 

pain and swelling, however, patients should be made aware of the side effects and potential delay 

of healing.19 A semi-rigid or lace-up ankle brace should also be worn to support the ankle and 

allow for protected loading of the damage tissue—this should continue to be worn for at least 4-6 

weeks, if not longer.19 If a brace is unavailable during this time, an elastic bandage may offer 

more support than no external support at all.28 Immobilization is not recommended as standard 

treatment as it doesn’t facilitate return of mechanical properties and may result in poorer 

outcomes.11,19 However, there is some evidence to support a short period of immobilization in a 

rigid support brace (<10 days) with decreased pain and edema acutely and increased quality of 

ankle function at 3 months.18,28 Currently, the literature lends far greater support for protected 

mobilization and thus, even short periods of immobilization should be reserved for special 

cases.19  

 Patients may begin to feel significantly better and want to return to activity as pain and 

swelling resolve. However, given the data described earlier in this paper, the therapist should feel 

compelled to educate the patient on the need for continued rehabilitation and progressive return 

to activity.27 In the subacute or proliferative phase, the above treatments are continued with the 

addition of ROM, strengthening, and multidirectional balance interventions.18,28 ROM 
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interventions are geared towards improving ankle dorsiflexion through pain-free active ROM, 

stretching in non-weightbearing and weightbearing positions, as well as anterior-posterior TCJ 

mobilizations.19,30 A 2014 systematic review found that joint mobilizations improved pain and 

ROM in patients with acute LAS and CAI.31 Multiple sessions of joint mobilizations may be 

needed to elicit sustained improvements.18 A study by Cleland et al. found that 4 weeks of 

manual therapy (Grade III-IV and HVLA) to the ankle in addition to supervised exercise were 

superior to exercise alone.32  

Exercise, particularly peroneal strengthening and proprioceptive training with 

multidirectional balance boards is considered a core component of early LAS management and 

have been found to improve recovery of joint function.19,28 Research suggests that completing at 

least 6 weeks of balance training after an acute LAS greatly reduces the risk of recurrent strains, 

faster return to activity, and improved ankle strength and proprioception.19,34 Static balance 

activities should be initiated first and may include both unilateral and bilateral conditions 

utilizing stable surfaces such and unstable surfaces such as a foam pad, wobble board, or bosu 

ball.30,33,34 Unsurprisingly then, 4 weeks of wobble board training was also highly effective for 

patients with CAI as evidenced by improved SEBT, side hop test, and figure eight hop test 

scores.35 Initially, these activities can be performed in a doorway for safety.10 Postural control 

includes the ability to maintain a position, respond to a perturbation, and perform a voluntary 

movement,36 thus rehab efforts should include progressively difficult balance conditions. 

Therapists should also aim to help the patient normalize gait patterns as soon as possible as 

altered gait patterns are common in patients with CAI.37 As the patient progresses in the 

remodeling stages of healing, balance, strengthening, and functional activities should be 

progressed.30 External perturbations and dual-task activities should be added to increase the 
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difficulty.10,37 Dynamic balance and functional activities should also be utilized with similar 

patterns of progression.23,32,37 At this point, rehabilitation efforts become increasingly sport-

specific and task-specific in the interest of preparing the athlete for return to activity.23,28,37 After 

normal walking and running mechanics are restored, interventions targeting running, jumping, 

cutting in multiple directions, and landing should be implemented and progressed based on the 

athlete’s needs.23,30,37 There is high level evidence to suggest that supervised rehabilitation 

focusing on strength, proprioception, coordination, and functional activities leads to a more 

successful return to sport.19 This may be a selling point for patients to extend the rehabilitation 

period for a LAS. Return to sport should be based on the patient’s ability to perform sport-

specific activities with full ankle ROM, strength of the fibularis muscles and dorsiflexors, 

absence of pain and performance on various functional tests such as the dorsiflexion lunge test, 

SEBT, T-test, and vertical jump test.30,38  

As patient’s begin to return to sport, they must be advised to continue wearing either a 

lace-up or semi-rigid ankle brace as they have been shown to be highly effective in reducing the 

risk of reinjury.19,28 Moreover, both taping (kinesiotape) and bracing have been found to be 

effective in reducing the risk of first-time LAS in athletes.19 However, bracing is superior to both 

taping and neuromuscular training in regards to prevention.19 A recent review found level II 

evidence to support neuromuscular training or bracing for preventing injury recurrence.39 In 

many sports, LASs are caused by unpredictable circumstances and situations, thus efforts to 

reduce the risk of first time ankle sprains through exercise may not be as fruitful as bracing.28  

When considering the high risk of reinjury, persistence of deficits after a LAS, and risk 

for CAI, therapists should practice caution when discharging patients from their care. While 

initial rehab efforts align with tissue healing times, an impairment-based model may be more 
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effective at identifying and treating remaining deficits.2,37 Donovan and Hertel developed such a 

model for patients with CAI with the impairment domains of ROM, strength, balance, and 

functional activity.37 Miklovic et al. contends that this same model can be used for patients with 

a LAS to target individual deficits.2 Two schematics of this treatment paradigm has been 

provided in Appendix E figures 2 and 3.  

Conclusion 

 To many, a LAS is a trivial injury that requires minimal rehabilitation. However, due to 

the high risk for reinjury and development of CAI, a more calculated and comprehensive 

approach to rehabilitation is warranted. Physical Therapists should educate emergency 

department physicians, primary care providers, other healthcare professionals and patients about 

the potential long-term complications of a poorly managed LAS. Physical therapists should have 

a thorough understanding of anatomy, biomechanics, and mechanism of injury for the ankle to 

aid in the diagnosis of a LAS. Evaluation should be comprehensive in identifying both 

mechanical and sensorimotor impairments as well as personal and environmental factors that 

may affect recovery. Treatment should be sensitive to tissue healing times as well as address 

impairments that may persist past the initial rehabilitation period. Physical therapists should use 

the information presented in this paper as a guide to diagnosis and treat LASs.  
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Appendix A: Anatomy Review 

Figure 1:9 These 2 pictures depict the TCJ and the DTFJ. Recall that the TCJ is the most 
congruent joint in the human body. The DTFJ is a syndesmosis joint and is critical to the stability 
of the TCJ. It’s also important to remember that the talus is wider anteriorly, thus a position of 
dorsiflexion will offer the most congruency and stability for this joint.6,9  
 

 
 
 
 
Figure 2:9 These 2 pictures depict the STJ. The picture on the left shows the intricate interface of 
the talus with the calcaneus which results in a screw pattern of movement. The picture on the 
right shows the subtalar joint axis which is 42 degrees upward and 23 degrees medial from the 
perpendicular axis of the foot.6 
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Figure 3:40 This picture depicts the lateral ankle ligaments (ATFL, CFL, PTFL) and the peroneal 
tendons with the foot in a neutral position. The ATFL is the most commonly injured, followed by 
the CFL. The peroneal (fibularis) muscles concentrically evert the foot but act eccentrically with 
the anterior compartment muscles to limit supination.6 
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Appendix B: Mechanism of Injury 
Figure 1:41 This picture depicts the typical mechanism of injury for a LAS. Recall that rapid 
inversion and internal rotation in a loaded position is the most common mechanism. While the 
ankle does not have to be in plantarflexion to be injured, this position inherently carries more 
risk to the lateral ligaments owing to decreased bony congruency and mechanical insufficiency. 
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Appendix C: Features of CAI 
Figure 1:13 This graphic illustrates the most recent model of CAI using the biopsychosocial 
model as a framework. This paper focused exclusively on the some of the impairments and did 
not consider all components of the model. However, all of these components should be 
considered when treating a patient with a LAS.  
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Appendix D: Diagnosis and Evaluation 
Figure 1:3 Graphic depicting the components of clinical diagnosis of an acute LAS.  

 
 
Figure 2:23 The Ottawa Ankle Rules. This clinical decision rule is highly sensitive and useful for 
ruling out a fracture. If a patient presents with these findings, a referral for an ankle x-ray series 
is indicated to further assess for the presence of a fracture.3-5,23 
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Figure 3:3 Recommendations from the expert panel on components of an evaluation after a LAS. 
These components assess common impairments and deficits that patients with LAS and CAI 
experience. 
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Appendix E: Rehab protocol and Treatment Considerations 
Figure 1:30 Brigham and Women’s Standard Care protocol for acute LAS. 
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Figure 2:2 “Summary and time course for lateral ankle sprain and chronic ankle instability 
domains in relation to the initial injury and natural healing process. Individuals with acute lateral 
ankle sprain, sub-acute lateral ankle sprain and chronic ankle instability often share the same 
impairments.”2 Recall that the pattern of impairments seen in patients with acute LAS and CAI 
are similar. These impairments should be monitored as the patient recovers.  
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Figure 3:37 Donovan and Hertel’s CAI treatment paradigm following an assess-treat-reassess 
model.37 This model could be used with patient’s after an acute LAS as well.2  
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